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Dual-Pixel (DP) Sensors
https://imaging.cs.cmu.edu/dual_pixels

In a DP sensor, a pixel is split in half. We simultaneously get 
two sub images per capture. DP sensors are becoming 
common in DSLRs and smartphones. 

Given as input a single dual-pixel image and calibrated DP blur kernels, we jointly 
estimate a defocus map and the latent all-in-focus image. We optimize an MPI 
scene representation, such that DP images rendered from it match with the input.
There are two reconstruction losses, and three regularization terms.

DSLRs feature large-aperture lenses; smartphones have fixed-
aperture cameras. In lens-based systems, disparity of two DP 
views is proportional to defocus blur size.

MPI discretizes the 3D space into a set of fronto-parallel RGBA layers at fixed depths.
We can composite the two outputs and render defocused DP images from an MPI 
using classical principles in volume rendering.

We calibrate spatially-varying blur kernels, which realistically 
model optical aberration compared to parametric ones 
proposed by [Punnappurath et al.].
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Results on Google Pixel 4 data from [Abuolaim and Brown]
Our method and calibrated kernels generalize well across devices of the 
same model.

Defocus map estimation results
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